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Let (E, r) be a Hausdorff normal space.
THEOREM (M. Katëtov [3] 
O. T. ALAS [March is finite. It follows that

G w x{w} c U {U t x(A(Y)-P t ) \teG w } and
F^\J{X y x{y}\yeY}uV w xA(Y).
In the same way we prove that F w x {vv} and G have disjoint neighborhoods. Thus, F and G have disjoint neighborhoods. The proof is completed. THEOREM 
(E, r) is countably paracompact and collectionwise normal if and only if the topological product ExA(E) is normal.
Proof. By virtue of Theorem 1, it is sufficient to prove that if the topological product E x A(E) is normal, then (E, r) is countably paracompact and collectionwise normal. Suppose E is infinite. Let (Fi) ieI be a locally finite family of closed subsets of E. Since the cardinal number of / is less than or equal to the cardinal number of E, we can, and will suppose / <= E. The closed sets Ex{w} and (J {FiX{i} | iel} are disjoint; it follows that there are two disjoint open sets X and M such that
Ex{w}<=-M and \J {F i x{i}\iel} a X.
For any iel put Xi = {x e E \ (x, i) e X}; thus, F { <=• X x for any iel and the family (JSQ ieJ is locally finite, since X c\ M-0.
The proof is completed. THEOREM 
The topological product ExA(E) is normal if and only ifExA(E) is collectionwise normal.
Proof. Suppose that ExA(E) is normal, thus
